I-35W Directions: Robson Ranch

Directions to Robson: I-35W

From Denton, take **I-35 W South**, take **exit 79** and turn **right** on **Robson Ranch Road**. The entrance is approximately 1.5 miles from the exit. There are two entrances (close together) located at the front gate. The **first one** has a small bridge over the pond. This is the homeowner’s entrance. The **second entrance** is for **visitors** and this is the entrance for **Emeritus College members**. Once they enter the community, stay in the **left lane** and take the **third left** and follow that road around. They will come to a ‘T’ intersection. The **Clubhouse** will be the **large building** to the **right**.

The physical address is: **9428 Ed Robson Circle, Denton TX**
Non I-35W Directions: Robson Ranch

Directions to Robson: Non I-35W

Directions from UNT to Robson Ranch via Fort Worth Drive:

Take Fort Worth Dr./Highway 377 south, out of Denton. Turn right at Crawford Rd. and go under I-35W. Crawford Rd becomes Robson Ranch Rd. Continue heading west on Robson Ranch Rd and the entrance to Robson Ranch will be on your right. Once you enter the community, stay in the left lane and take the third left and follow that road around. You will come to a ‘T’ intersection. The Clubhouse will be the large building to the right. If you need further directions, you can stop at the guardhouse at the entrance and they will be able to assist you.

The physical address is: 9428 Ed Robson Circle, Denton TX